[On the efficacy of a spleenic dialysate (M 40,412) in disturbed potency (author's transl)].
By means of a combined phallographic-exploratory method and using statistical classification we were able to confirm clinically the potency enhancing action of a spleenic dialysate (M 40,412, Solcosplen). The remarkable alleviation of chronic and acute disturbances of potency can be explained not only by the elevated serum testosterone levels but likewise by biochemical mechanisms of action in the target organ, as was demonstrated by a research group. The treatment of potency disorders of different genetical origins yielded as the outstanding conclusions: 1. The interdependence of dream- and erection phases, usually injured in disturbed potency, could be restored by M 40,412. 2. The effect of 40,412 was the more striking the more pronounced were the initial values. 3. A particular type of experiencing (feeling of inferiority and disturbed contact) appears to respond prevailingly well to M 40,412. Further clinical studies are suggested.